> Smart Signs Solutions
Hospitable. Personal. Efficient.

Introduction
> Smart Signs Solutions is a young and innovative inter-
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Our Origins
> Smart Signs Solutions is a spin-off of

From our offices at the Business & Scien-

the Smart Surroundings research project

cepark in Enschede, we work continuous-

conducted at the University of Twente.

ly on the further development of intelli-
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Dr Maria Lijding with the aim of further
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marketing the concept of personal dyna-

cient buildings.

mic signage in larger buildings.

Partners
> Smart Signs Solutions is a member of an international network of
organisations that promote the practical application of technical innovations in Europe. In addition, we regularly cooperate with governments, leading companies and research institutes, as well as with user
organisations.

Intelligent Information Concepts
> Smart Signs Solutions believes that people can

All our concepts have been developed in co-creation

experience hospitality and professionalism without

with customers at all levels; from managers and ICT

this placing additional pressure on your staff. This

workers to flex workers, nurses and visitors. As a re-

can be achieved using ‘smart’ technologies. Our vi-

sult, besides being smart, the concepts are also very

sion: to provide businesses and their staff with rele-

user friendly.

vant, up-to-date information
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Insight and Overview
> Each concept provides a complete and innovative information system, consisting of various ‘smart’ components that cooperate perfectly. You and your staff will consequently have access to relevant, up-to-date
information whenever and wherever you need it. Visitors will be able to easily find their way to their appointment. Flex workers will be able to see where a suitable workplace is available as soon as they enter the
building. The dashboard and our reports will provide your facility manager with insight into both historical and
current occupancy rates of the various rooms. In short, Smart Signs Solutions creates insight and overview,
opening the door to the further professionalisation of your organisation.

How will it benefit your organisation?
> Efficiency in terms of time and space

> User-friendly management instrument

> Up-to-date information, any time, anywhere

> Hospitable, professional image

> Clear analyses and comprehensible reports

> Operating cost savings within reach

> Higher customer and employee satisfaction rates

Method
> At Smart Signs Solutions we take a project-based ap-

means that the solution we offer will always match

proach because your organisation is unique in terms of

seamlessly with your organisation’s identity and requi-

wishes and possibilities. For every assignment we com-

rements. We help explore the possibilities and provide

mit ourselves to successful completion and to custo-

support after completion until you are entirely satisfied.

mer satisfaction. A thorough assessment forms the

Our helpdesk will also be available to you at all times.

basis for the bespoke solution we will offer you. This

Technology in Practice
> We use state-of-the-art technologies, combining

You can expect an appropriate solution for both simple

‘smart’ software with modern communication hardware.

installations, and more elaborate, complex situations.

Indeed, we have developed a compatible and flexible

With the right combination of components and the ad-

software platform. Innovative, energy saving, wireless

dition of your corporate identity, we will always meet

and, above all, effective and user friendly. A platform

your wishes and requirements to the full extent.

that will easily integrate with your own system.

Also for temporary use
> Monitoring is sometimes only required temporarily. For example, if you are attempting to save operating costs, temporary workplace measurements can provide insight into actual occupancy rates of
the available work space. Or, if operating at a temporary location, you want to register visitors, inform
and direct visitors. All our Smart concepts can be deployed temporarily.

We’d love to tell you more!
> There is so much more we could tell you about the
many uses for Smart Signs Solutions. So if you would like
to know more about professionalising your organisation,
and are curious about how easy it is to use our concepts,
do please contact us by e-mail to info@smartsigns.nl or
telephone on +31 (0)53 – 89 00 480. We would be happy to arrange an appointment without any obligation.
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